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air strike

Distinction and proportionality
Distinction and proportionality
Distinction and proportionality
      op    tional
D        a                t     a
Distinction and proportionality
Distinction and
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air strike

With the status of remaining casualties unknown
With the status of remaining casualties unknown
With the status of                    casualties unknown
With the           unknown
With the status of remaining casualties unknown
With the      remaining               unknown
With the         
          unknown
          the          unknown
          the                                                     unknown
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When someone screenshots your snapchat
When   someone

         screenshots your   snapchat
When someone screenshots your snapchat
      screen
    your
     shots

   screen
    your
    shots

air strike
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El cantar  
  tiene sentido,  el cantar  tiene sentido, entendimiento 

  y razón 

 El cantar 
  tiene
    sentido, 
  el 
  cantar tiene     sentido, 
       entendimiento y 
       razón 
         El cantar
        tiene

        sentido, el 

       cantar 

       tiene 

        sentido, 

  entendimiento 

  y 

  razón

air strike
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air strike

10:1 civilian to combatant casualty ratio
1:5   civilian to combatant casualty ratio
28:1 civilian to combatant casualty ratio

128:1  ?
131:1     ?
100:1?
100:1  ?
120:1   ?
  80:1 ?
100:1  ?

 ?  ?
    ?
  ?     ? 
 
     ?

 ?
?
? ?

?
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Civilian and overall 2001-2003 thirty-six hundred
Civilian and overall 2005  seventeen hundred 
Civilian and overall 2006  forty-four hundred? ?
Civilian and overall 2007  sixteen hundred        ?
Civilian and overall 2008  four thousand     ?  ?
Civilian and overall 2009  twenty-four hundred
Civilian and overall 2010  fifteen hundred  !
Civilian and overall 2011 t h r e e t h o u s a n d 
Civilian and overall 2012  seven children
Civilian and overall 2013  ten children  two women
Civilian and overall 2014  “This must not occur again.”
      2015  “This must not occur.”
      2
        0
  
        1
                                        6

air strike
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air strike

In times of war or during weddings
       war or               wedding
       war or               wedding
In times of war or       weddings
In times of war                     weddings
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Whom we know by the light you give
Whom we know by the light you give
Whom we know by the light you give
             we             give
               by the light you give
Whom we know
 we know                    you
      you give
     by the light
 we            give
               by the light you give

air strike
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air strike

Of the fields and the flowers in our youth we wandered o’er
Of the fields and the flowers in our youth we wandered o’er
            fields 
                      and                 youth 
          our youth
          our youth
            fields         our youth
                      and the flowers
            field         our youth
                 youth       a
            field                youth       a
                     flower
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Look at this guy
               thisguy 
 
Look at this guy
               thisguy 
 

air strike
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My baby holds me and says I am like Johannes Kepler because of my aberrant spatiality. 

There are millions of beds in Dade County. Dade County >> pink
in the 1985 HBO intro nobody there now everybody dead now teeth sloshing in the moon 
crater between Manhattan and Roosevelt Island. 

Crown molding in me gets bent around like a Lygia Clark critter. 

My baby says he thinks he is losing his hair or will. He always says this or that about 
what will happen to his hair. I walk over and grab it all in my hand like a kind of dreadful 
wheat and kiss it.

millions I
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millions II
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millions III

At the Everglades Animal Outpost you park the Honda Accord on the gravel shoulder of 
a two-lane road. A toothless lemur named Kenya lives in a cage next to a family of snow 
monkeys. The story of each rescued animal is too bad. At the far end of the outpost a pair 
of tigers are on their backs counting particles in the air. In another cage beside them is a 
depressed Florida panther crouched under a cape of fake greenery. A hose leaks water into 
a concrete bath. A brown bear a camel a baby snow monkey reaches out and opens and 
closes its tiny pink fist.
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millions IV

Things people have said to me: 

Sometimes I sprint through the contemporary art wing of the museum with my eyes 
closed that’s how little I can stand it. 

I don’t like the way the lights are in this room. 

After eating cup noodles I brush my teeth hard. 

I would be happy. Not forever but right now. 

There is nothing more despicable than using the pronoun “I” in a poem. There is nothing 
worse than asking a question in a poem. You wrote a question in your poem? That speaks 
volumes it really does. 

Drink this. 

Take this. 

The food in this hospital has no flavor it has negative flavor imagine no flavor but more no 
flavor. 

Go in your room and close the door and tell me if you still hear it. 

What’s your favorite blue? You can’t tell by the label you have to open the tube and look at 
it. 

My friend’s uncle took the 48-hour pill he flew to China and back and never slept he’s an 
oil man. 

I think I hurt my back from holding that baby I don’t like kids. 

Some life you lead no

 |   /// 21 ///
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millions V

You go to the night you pitched your novel to the cab driver.
You retreat into the upholstery, the back of your hand burning against your face. You 
apologize to the driver and suggest that your novel has mysterious qualities. Get out, he 
says, and you do, and Brooklyn, wide and ochre, receives you with its news of infants 
and their tiny boredoms, of men up against woolen brownstones, holding themselves, 
waiting for the rain to stop. 

The absurd for them and for you is all one absurd in the aims of a deeper stricken voice 
you want to strike.

&Johannes’s like, “I I I I I !

I watch the light spitting around the train as we totter through.”
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millions VI

Johannes named wagons bears appendages hooks like
in that short story about the moon how it used to graze the earth
and because of gravity, I think, got all the earth’s shit on it.

Leaving the party,

J carries his glass to the portico and wavers in the hot night: 

What was it that I said? What did I just now say? Do I know nothing? Have I not known 
nothing? Not for nothing do I know things, not for anything do I know nothing. 

It’ll rain because you are loving blue ink bled all up on the paper cup because you have 
loved the golden retriever bitch that barks at everyone lets you pass in silence because 
you once loved hard to find the latch now hard to turn the key now. 

 |   /// 23 ///
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In the Leewood courtyard
we bow our heads to view 
the eclipse in folded paper
cupped in our hands.

This fool wishes to reverse earth-centered paper.
Born in Germany and educated for the 
clergy—
Tabatha from Hungary
of the Clipper Condominium
actually knew him. Yeah.  Going around lighting 
his cigarettes each from the one prior—
he had only two friends: his cigarettes and the sun.

In geometry perfection is lost on Johannes Kepler—
I pinch my panties to check for tan lines—

In the Clipper common library I find
The Book of Nature under a pile
of Better Homes 
and scan the index for “the sun”
  
  

millions VII
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Thoo thoo thoo 

I receive unsolicited emails informing me that there is a new moon. Heaps of new soil 
appear on the sidewalk. I purchased an 11x14 Diebenkorn print at the DeYoung last 
summer and brought it to New York with me. I’d tried to find the best place for it in the 
sun in the apartment back then but propped it against the wall where I’d once placed an 
empty fish tank and latterly arranged paints and a long wooden plank I found and 
repurposed for drawing on the floor. 

Medicine cabinet shoes top drawer behind certain books but nowhere on the train in the 
mailbox in the copier behind certain other books the archway the home again when it is 
distant it is a smallish place tremors for the mouse who practiced dying.

Early need of early mammals is to come close/through brush/spiky bright and fluores-
cent in its remoteness/in its distance from mom./Some mice launch themselves straight 
into the fire/there are those/the foster children of tolling bells / mice launching them-
selves/ behind certain books. 

Your floppy disk so hungry/you so hungry/you don’t eat/ you don’t want to eat/you’re a 
mouse./You the basil flowers that are nowhere when it rains/you the rain that doesn’t fall 
when you smell basil flowers./What is absentia /what is basil flower./You crouched and 
cupped your hands and said I love you I love you 

millions VIII
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millions IX

As if in a past life something happened
to my arms
it was always this way:

“She pulls her arms in when you do that.”
Mom explained to
Carlos Hurtado the attorney 
Carlos Zapata with the pointy chin
Carola y Carola y Claudia by the fireplace
touching crescent baby feet
in orange light tarantula light estoy
enloquecida todo se me olvida mis brazos me duelen
estoy turulata.

 |   /// 27 ///
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“Yes it’s like this since always it’s as if in a past life
someone burned her arms
so don’t take it personally.

It’s like this all the time it’s as if she wasn’t born really as if
she was a trip   even now I am

unsure whether I have three children or two

I am sure
there are 
at least two.”

millions X
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My mother says why do the people in movies
get to smash things and not us

_________ ____     _____________  ____________

What am I always saying? I’m always saying it

I stood in front of whitman and took a video
and whitman, its destruction nigh came to me in 2013
w/ carpal tunnel
in a Kia Sportage

I remember searching for a space 
in Macys beauty and fragrance
where I could hear my mother
on the phone explaining milagros

I wonder how many senses of the word there are
for my own reference

I walk a lot like everyone
&walk very much I’ve been trying to say
I walk very much in a different way by walking more

My mother says she’s going to buy like
20 crystal champagne flutes at the thrift store 
and smash them like Melina Mercouri 
would

like pull the table cloth out
or sweep her arm across them and send them

cascading 

When I was nine
my father took me to the Y to play tennis
and in the adjacent court a man 
instructed a class to do “American” push ups he said
“like Americans do it” and I asked my father 
why he said America like that
my father said he means the United States
what about the rest of America I said and he said
I don’t know

millions XI

 |   /// 29 ///
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At the language school I make a hypothetical timeline on the dry erase board to explain 
speculative speech about past events:

born -------------------------------live----------------------------------------die

if you’re here:

born --------------------live--------------[O]-------------die

and you want to speculate about here:

born ---------[O]-------live-----------------------------die

use a speculative clause + the present perfect.

born -----------live--------------die

The body a renal failure the bod the lawnmower
man the body tells Google what to do at noon
a man showed us 
with a small object a magic 
trick we said tell us how
you did that he said 
a magician never reveals his secrets
we said but tell us he said no can do.
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It is Sunday again lord
We’ve returned and my shirt
is pressed tucked which you
of course can see maybe
preordained que se yo.
 
It’s a solicitous shade pale rose/sugar
water your choice not mine.
 
Anyway here we are
worshipping I don’t know
how to/ if I am doing it
right I’ve never been told
that I can’t sing but I
know pretty much I am
no songbird lord. I write mostly
I arrange things on paper
the opposite of song.  Here
I pray for small favors
 
1.
2.
3.
4.
 
But you must already
know what I pray for
it’s like this in the
story.    Anyway I pray
just to do it. What
would I ask for? Give
it to someone else I am
already missing the day.
 
And to think of night in here
and to cease and to close
with “Him” because
I’ve wondered without resolution
about him. Why am I so
skeptical why am I so credulous lord lord

millions VI

 |   /// 31 ///
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 I’ve tied the paintbrushes
together with pencils and
set them to rest in
the top drawer.
 
Used to think every-
thing that existed had
consciousness down to
the dirt the dust
so each time I placed objects
in drawers I introduced
them to the other items
inside so that
they could be friends and not lonely
in a new I guess place.
 
This is why it’s so hard
to pray I can’t separate
things or very well
understand them.
 
Blue is complicated, synesthetic jpegs—
like an hour went by and it looked the same
from the new window.
 
Lord give me a middling love
not an old love not a young love
but a love washed
in Mistolín and Para Mi Bebé.
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 In a rundown unoccupied
classroom stationed between sections
and suppose that I do know where
not precisely but generally even
more than generally the cross-streets
at least it’s an art
classroom—there are crates
of acrylic table
cloths. And why _____ anyhow
anyhow why____ as often as divining
a message 
 
and it goes on like that
never saying anything
smoking
same mrlborgh red as ever
in front of the church again again
for the sight or the telling of it
early mornings adjuncting
early mornings adjuncted.

 |   /// 33 ///
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El cantar tiene sentido—

millions XIII
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El cantar tiene sentido, entendimiento y razón.
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millions XIV

Where are you? I wrote your name on a piece of paper 
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millions XV

The eye of all organs is the witch

The whistle issues from the bite bade bye—
calls out and is called back.

Call an ambulance for all the scrapes
—call from inside
the empty swimming pool—

Petit list of reasons from the internet—read to its shores
like Cristóbal—cause you can’t actually go anywhere—like Cristóbal.

An ambulance will carry you to the internet.

You list “things to do” with a pink gel pen— write, for one,
roller skate—pink trails of gel ink in streams behind you. Lists of pink
pink plátano frito, dissected discarded in the spiky grass—sunning—

Bobby pins are touching all of your things
your pens your metro card your keys your laundry 
receipt + your collateral QUEJESO.

You got chalk all over 
the back of your pencil
skirt. You said it must
be drawn you say it too must be drawn
in silent green broad walls
there’r few words that must be drawn
and then again many
petitions for silence 
you said there is no silence
too common or green or in the common green
you saw lines without accent
someone said you send signals 
but poor signal! you said.\\

\ 
36
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millions XVI

In A Yellow Flower Cortázar’s drunkard likens the milestones of a baker to Napoleon’s, 
“The move from being a dishwasher to being the owner of a decent bakery in 
Montparnasse is the same pattern as the jump from Corsica to the throne of France.” 
In doing so he implies that immortality is not the absence of death but precisely a 
despairing repetition of death. Like Dennis Hopper in He’s Alive!

 |   /// 37 ///

While the photo itself is a memory-object it remembers nothing. At the same time to 
photograph is to gather. To do it over again is impossible even though we photograph 
of course all the time.
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The space I’d found was curated by the city of Düsseldorf if not by a construction 
company.

Designation is the platform for a conventional photographic act that we’ve taken for 
proper sight and we are not proper.
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In the pew labeled “Marsh” at Grace church an older man approached me, “Do you like 
poetry? This is a haiku. For five dollars you can read it.” I had no five dollars and he left.

 |   /// 41 ///
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millions XVII

CVS on Ditmars has a “minute clinic” 
pls someone touch my head—

One image not another image, not solemn
and not even the opposite of solemn.

Faunae bow around the church
and benches come on. Not solemn
the fabric shop soot 
the silks take off 
with their corroded busts when I’m abriendo la puerta
with the key that works for once in its life.

Made a drawing of the river and mailed it to a friend.
Made a drawing of the fire by the river and left it.

The day goes straight to aquariums and aggressive ducks
imperfect routine of statues
they appear out of nowhere in a clearing where
neither of us know our way
out and dinner is
straight off solemnity
it isn’t the definitive midi 
that plays at the close.
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millions XVIII

Once a day, living here
you hear efff words

and that is what causes you
to laugh while asleep
when you rub your face in

the bluer night, shapes slant
in anchored by the ear
that you lend if anything

you miss something you know
is difficult to name—is it
the shapes? 

But you know it is the news  
what they said 

now it’s cold someone says
now it’s warm they say the next day
it’s warm and warmer it’s

one day that
you realize nobody is talking anymore
about that. 
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Helicopter over the Everglades
searching for you again
Mom and Dad and blooper reel

Help—list
the kinds of
blue you know:

fork blue
percussion blue
pepper blue
doors (very old) blue
coat of arms (kidding)
talking to your friend across the room blue
saint blue
fine blue
good blue
ok blue
great blue

shorts blue 
out of dust blue
rocks from construction site blue
blue stone
bone blue.

millions XIX
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millions XX

The CVS nurse requests a tenor
then baritone soprano passing como Violeta
las manos sucias sobre el pecho, & I fall forward into her
white robe arms scuse me—
 
Me duele en el alma me duele aqui
I have lurched windward the castrato kitten
and pressed my side jorobada

 |   /// 45 ///

Deneb, Delphinus, Arcturus in my field and in my heart
last night I stole into_____ &
touched my head to
this unrefined pack of lies
so young the asthmas
strike your old man down
but do not call me at the ________ resolution plume

Pressing and pausing
leaning in with deference dignified by gusts 
rend the wrist from the slant not seen
pulling the wrist reverently in, in, in, in, in—
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Oh ye dead
Oh ye dead
Oh ye dead
Oh ye dead
     

air strike

 |   /// 47 ///
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You say things like that? & get rained on. I think. I do
You say things like that? & get rained on. I think. I do 

You say things like that? & get rained on. I think. I do

You say things like that? &             

air strike
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air strike

“American 
             National 
    Religion”
state-sanctioned 

   religion

Military 
    Congressional 

       Complex

cited 

   Eisenhower : 
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Johannes disappeared upstairs to the tapestry with constellations stitched in, but can only 
now discern –from the verge 

of that thing

   you weren’t there to see.    But getting 

                    his things done in   
       time /

drone-profit/ nuclear    weapon profit

“The right to kill anyone anywhere on earth

              for secret reasons  policy of the unaccountable. The executive branch 
invests billions             of dollars in nuclear 
weapons. Mutually assured destruction, extra-constitutional   

     reach.”

air strike
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air strike

Google this world I love this Earth in my phone is god damning it?

 |   /// 51 ///
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Eat your myriad case documents
    Eat your myriad case documents
Eat your myriad case documents

Eat your myriad case documents Eat your myriad case documents

 Eat your myriad case documents          Eat your myriad case documents
Eat your myriad case documents     Eat your 
myriad case documents  

            Eat your myriad case documents eat your myriad case documents

                 Eat 
your myriad case documents

air strike
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air strike

But there is only so much but there is only so much but there is only so much but there 
is only so much but there is only so much but there is only so much but there is only so 
much but there is only so much but there is only so much but there is only so much but 
there is only so much  but there is only so much  but there is only so much but there is 
only so much but there is only so much but there is only so much but there is only so 
much but there is only so much but there is only so much but there is only so much but 
there is only so much but there is only so much

But           so           But                      so
But           so           But                      so
     so                  so

 |   /// 53 ///
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El cantar tiene sentido, el cantar tiene sentido, entendimiento y razón 
—el cantar tiene sentido/ sentido/
                                             sent
                     sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent 
sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent 
sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent sent

      sent sent 

sent sent sent sent sent    sent 

      sent 

      sent 

      sent 
   

      sent.

air strike
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references

• Oh Ye Dead by Thomas Moore is referenced in AIR STRIKES 8, 9 and 11

• Polo Margariteño, a Venezuelan folk song, is referenced in AIR STRIKES 4 and   
 20, and in MILLIONS XIII

• The title of this manuscript is a very intentional reference to the original Cosmos  
 television series written and produced by Carl Sagan, Ann Druyan and Steven 
 Soter, and was conceived as an homage to the show’s messages of peace and 
 nuclear disarmament. 
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connie mae oliver’s poems and artwork have appeared in Denver Quarterly, The 
Brooklyn Rail and Jai Alai Magazine, among other places. She is founding editor of 
FEELINGS, an online journal of poetry art and audio, and lives in New York. 

COSMOS A PERSONAL VOYAGE BY CARL SAGAN ANN DRUYAN STEVEN 
SOTER AND ME is a book of poems about cognitive erosion in the remote and 
mediated experience of war abroad, with intermittent drawings and photographs 
that were composed with and for the text. The poems and images examine the figure 
of Johannes Kepler, the mythology of being “centered”, our proximity to inanimate 
objects, and bewilderment. The book is divided into three sections; 1. AIR STRIKES 
2. MILLIONS and 3. AIR STRIKES. The sections titled “AIR STRIKES” are com-
posed so that the words populate the page as objects falling from the sky, gathering 
and dispersing in a process of re-signification. The section titled “MILLIONS” is a 
combination of prose and free verse poems of remote, agnostic inquiry which bend 
at times into Spanish.  Polo Margariteño, a Venezuelan folk song, recurs throughout 
as a thread to my own experience of disjointed nationality.
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poetics and process
Connie Mae Oliver in conversation 
with Lynne DeSilva-Johnson

What is the role of the poet today? 

Claudia Rankine and Susan Howe have each written and done a lot that 
has changed my life and my own framework for how to write and think 
about writing.

Talk about the process or instinct to move these poems (or your work in 
general) as independent entities into a body of work. How and why did this 
happen? Have you had this intention for a while? What encouraged and/or 
confounded this (or a book, in general) coming together? Was it a struggle?

The poems began as a simultaneous response to the Cosmos TV series 
and to world news, and they began in 2013. That year, newly arrived from 
California (and previously, Düsseldorf) I was thinking a lot about what it 
means to stop and stay and be in one place, and how dominated by subjec-
tive linearities our own sense of self and placement can be.

Did you envision this collection as a collection or understand your process as 
writing specifically around a theme while the poems themselves were being 
written? How or how not?

I usually write about 50 pages of poems all under one title. Titles serve as
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prompts for me so I don’t usually append them to individual poems; I 
tend to have one title that guides a collection or manuscript.

What formal structures or other constrictive practices (if any) do you use 
in the creation of your work? Have certain teachers or instructive envi-
ronments, or readings/writings of other creative people (poets or others) 
informed the way you work/write?

I like prose poems because they remind me of photography, and I do 
think the prose poem recurs in my projects in significant ways, but I 
don’t know if the pattern is as organized and clear as it could be. This is 
something I’m always trying to work on. Jonterri Gadson opens her in-
credible book of poems, Blues Triumphant, with a sonnet crown, followed 
by sections named for the repeated first and last lines. I think that formal 
decisions do the most when they interact with the content, and to me that 
interaction is beautifully thoughtful and evident in Gadson’s work. 

I owe a lot to readers like Anselm Berrigan—I don’t think I’d have written 
this chapbook if he hadn’t been, for years, down to publish the experi-
mental writing I was working on. There are wonderfully generous people 
in my community who produce groundbreaking work that inspires me all 
the time. 

Speaking of monikers, what does your title represent? How was it generated? 
Talk about the way you titled the book, and how your process of naming 
(poems, sections, etc) influences you and/or colors your work specifically. 

The book is about my opposition to U.S. military aggression, but it’s also 
an attempt to manage my own questionable positioning; I am speaking 
about these things—my sorrow over the news, for instance—while also 
being in and of a world whose gears turn thanks to an interminable 
network of injustices. My goal was to question what it even means for me 
to regard anything with an evaluative gaze. I wanted to characterize my 
flawed placement by calling attention to the materials of our world, and 
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how we situate ourselves among them. So the long-winded title, for me, 
was already the re-writing of another text—the re-working of something 
that already existed before me.

What does this book DO (as much as what it says or contains)?

I think this depends on the reader.

If someone was to find this book in a hundred years, or perhaps even further 
in the future, what would be the best possible outcome? Why?

The best possible outcome would be that whoever finds it doesn’t know 
what “air strike” even means because it isn’t a thing anymore.
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The covers for “Incantations,” 
The Operating System’s 5th 
Annual Chapbook Series, were 
designed by Lynne DeSilva-
Johnson using original drawings 
by artist Barbara Byers, from her 
long running “Asemic Series.”  
 
“I was born in Denver, Colorado 
in the middle of the last century. 
After I studied art at 
The University of Colorado, 
Western State College of 
Colorado, and the Community
College of Denver, I learned 

sign painting by working with several masters of the art in Denver and 
Albuquerque. For 35 years I have lived and worked in New Mexico, painting signs, 
teaching kids with special needs and always making art.

Much of what I notice in the world  comes from the opportunity I’ve had to visit 
many countries and cultures on five continents. My heart home is on the Colorado 
Plateau and in the deserts of the Southwestern United States.

I have found that book arts call on many of the skills I’ve learned and I especially  
love paper and design. Learning and sharing are a great part of my enjoyment of 
book making.

Asemic writing is basically abstract writing for me. I often use the lettering I have 
grown up with and used as a sign painter and calligrapher. I simply move the 
words and symbols into illegibility and build designs with them. In 2014 I began to 
experiment with this method before I discovered the ancient tradition of writing 
without semantic meaning. I am fascinated to be part of this tradition. “

- Barbara Byers, 2017

http://www.barbarabyers-books.net

Barbara Byers  ::  Asemic Series
 |   /// 61 ///
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The Operating System’s annual Chapbook Series (celebrating its 5th 
year in 2017) is in many ways a perfect representation of our central 
mission: practical, result based experimentation that invites creators to 
participate in the process of making print media. Through intensive 
design and editorial collaboration and transparency around the 
funding and publication process, participation in the series also serves 
as a publishing bootcamp, providing a scalable model for poets and 
artists to replicate in future endeavors. 

Each year we print a series of four diverse chapbooks in the Spring, for 
which we have an open call for submissions, but we’ve also been known 
to encourage poets (and particularly poets without a book in print) 
within the community to complete, hone, or in some cases create a 
manuscript specifically with our series in mind. 
 
While each book is very much a stand alone document in its own 
right, poets work closely with artists and founder / designer Lynne 
DeSilva-Johnson to collaborate on a cohesive cover style and design 
language.
 
Artists collaborating with the series have included Barbara Byers (2017), 
Daphne Taylor (2016), Emma Steinkraus (2015), and Kevin William 
Reed (2013).

Print/Document Chapbook Series
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The Operating System uses the language “print document” to differentiate from the book-object as 
part of our mission to distinguish the act of documentation-in-book-FORM from the act of publish-
ing as a backwards facing replication of the book’s agentive *role* as it may have appeared the last 
several centuries of its history. Ultimately, I approach the book as TECHNOLOGY: one of a variety of 
printed documents (in this case bound) that humans have invented and in turn used to archive and 
disseminate ideas, beliefs, stories, and other evidence of production.

Ownership and use of printing presses and access to (or restriction of printed materials has long been 
a site of struggle, related in many ways to revolutionary activity and the fight for civil rights and 
free speech all over the world. While (in many countries) the contemporary quotidian landscape has 
indeed drastically shifted in its access to platforms for sharing information and in the widespread 
ability to “publish” digitally, even with extremely limited resources, the importance of publication on 
physical media has not diminished. In fact, this may be the most critical time in recent history for 
activist groups, artists, and others to insist upon learning, establishing, and encouraging personal and 
community documentation practices. Hear me out.

With The OS’s print endeavors I wanted to open up a conversation about this: the ultimately radical, 
transgressive act of creating PRINT /DOCUMENTATION in the digital age. It’s a question of the 
archive, and of history: who gets to tell the story, and what evidence of our life, our behaviors, our 
experiences are we leaving behind? We can know little to nothing about the future into which we’re 
leaving an unprecedentedly digital document trail — but we can be assured that publications, govern-
ment agencies, museums, schools, and other institutional powers that be will continue to leave BOTH 
a digital and print version of their production for the official record. Will we?

As a (rogue) anthropologist and long time academic, I can easy pull up many accounts about how 
lives, behaviors, experiences — how THE STORY of a time or place — was pieced together using the 
deep study of correspondence, notebooks, and other physical documents which are no longer the norm 
in many lives and practices. As we move our creative behaviors towards digital note taking, and even 
audio and video, what can we predict about future technology that is in any way assuring that our 
stories will be accurately told – or told at all? How will we leave these things for the record? 

In these documents we say: 
WE WERE HERE, WE EXISTED, WE HAVE A DIFFERENT STORY

- Lynne DeSilva-Johnson, Founder/Managing Editor, 
THE OPERATING SYSTEM, Brooklyn NY 2016

Why Print/Document?
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An Absence So Great and Spontaneous It Is Evidence of Light  - Anne Gorrick [2018] 
Sussuros a Mi Padre - Erick Sáenz [2018]
Chlorosis   - Michael Flatt and Derrick Mund [2018] 
Jazzercise is a Language - Gabriel Ojeda-Sague [2018]
Death is a Festival - Anis Shivani [2018]
Return Trip / Viaje Al Regreso; Dual Language Edition - 
Israel Dominguez,(trans. Margaret Randall)  [2018] 
Born Again - Ivy Johnson [2018]
Singing for Nothing - Wally Swist [2018]

One More Revolution - Andrea Mazzariello [2017] 
Fugue State Beach - Filip Marinovich [2017]
Lost City Hydrothermal Field - Peter Milne Greiner [2017]
The Book of Everyday Instruction - Chloe Bass [2017]
In Corpore Sano : Creative Practice and the Challenged Body 
[Anthology, 2017] Lynne DeSilva-Johnson and Jay Besemer, co-editors
Love, Robot - Margaret Rhee[2017] 
The Furies - William Considine [2017]
Nothing Is Wasted - Shabnam Piryaei [2017] 
Mary of the Seas - Joanna C. Valente [2017]
You Look Something - Jessica Tyner Mehta [2017]
CHAPBOOK SERIES 2017 : INCANTATIONS 
featuring original cover art by Barbara Byers 
sp. - Susan Charkes; Radio Poems - Jeffrey Cyphers Wright; Fixing a Witch/Hexing the Stitch - 
Jacklyn Janeksela; cosmos a personal voyage by carl sagan ann druyan steven sotor and me - 
Connie Mae Oliver  
Flower World Variations, Expanded Edition/Reissue - Jerome 
Rothenberg and Harold Cohen [2017] 
Island - Tom Haviv [2017]
What the Werewolf Told Them / Lo Que Les Dijo El Licantropo - 
Chely Lima (trans. Margaret Randall) [2017] 
The Color She Gave Gravity - Stephanie Heit [2017]
The Science of Things Familiar - Johnny Damm [Graphic Hybrid, 2017]
agon - Judith Goldman [2017]
To Have Been There Then / Estar Alli Entonces - Gregory Randall (trans. Margaret Randall) [2017]

Titles in the Print:Document Collection
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Instructions Within  - Ashraf Fayadh [2016]
Arabic-English dual language edition; Mona Kareem, translator

Let it Die Hungry - Caits Meissner [2016]
A GUN SHOW - Adam Sliwinski and Lynne DeSilva-Johnson; 

So Percussion in Performance with Ain Gordon and Emily Johnson [2016] 
Everybody’s Automat [2016] - Mark Gurarie

How to Survive the Coming Collapse of Civilization [2016] - Sparrow
CHAPBOOK SERIES 2016: OF SOUND MIND 

*featuring the quilt drawings of Daphne Taylor 
Improper Maps - Alex Crowley; While Listening - Alaina Ferris; 

Chords - Peter Longofono; Any Seam or Needlework - Stanford Cheung 

TEN FOUR - Poems, Translations, Variations  [2015]- Jerome Rothenberg, Ariel 
Resnikoff, Mikhl Likht

MARILYN [2015] - Amanda Ngoho Reavey
CHAPBOOK SERIES 2015: OF SYSTEMS OF

*featuring original cover art by Emma Steinkraus 
Cyclorama - Davy Knittle; The Sensitive Boy Slumber Party Manifesto 

- Joseph Cuillier; Neptune Court - Anton Yakovlev; Schema - Anurak Saelow
SAY/MIRROR [2015; 2nd edition 2016] - JP HOWARD

Moons Of Jupiter/Tales From The Schminke Tub [plays, 2014] - Steve Danziger

CHAPBOOK SERIES 2014: BY HAND
Pull, A Ballad - Maryam Parhizkar; Can You See that Sound - Jeff Musillo

Executive Producer Chris Carter - Peter Milne Grenier; 
 Spooky Action at a Distance - Gregory Crosby; 

CHAPBOOK SERIES 2013: WOODBLOCK
*featuring original prints from Kevin William Reed

Strange Coherence - Bill Considine; The Sword of Things - Tony Hoffman;
Talk About Man Proof - Lancelot Runge / John Kropa; An Admission as a Warning 

Against the Value of Our Conclusions -Alexis Quinlan
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DOC U MENT
/däky   m   nt/

First meant “instruction” or “evidence,” whether written or not.

Who is responsible for the manufacture of value? 
Based on what supercilious ontology have we landed in a space where we vie against other creative 

people in vain pursuit of the fleeting credibilities of the scarcity economy, rather than freely 
collaborating and sharing openly with each other in ecstatic celebration of MAKING?

While we understand and acknowledge the economic pressures and fear-mongering that threatens 
to dominate and crush the creative impulse, we also believe that now more than ever 

we have the tools to relinquish agency via cooperative means, 
fueled by the fires of the Open Source Movement. 

Looking out across the invisible vistas of that rhizomatic parallel country 
we can begin to see our community beyond constraints,

 in the place where intention meets 
resilient, proactive, collaborative organization.

Here is a document born of that belief, sown purely of imagination and will. 
When we document we assert. 

We print to make real, to reify our being there.
When we do so with mindful intention to address our process, 

to open our work to others, to create beauty in words in space, to respect 
and acknowledge the strength of the page we now hold physical,
 a thing in our hand… we remind ourselves that, like Dorothy: 

we had the power all along, my dears.
 

the PRINT! DOCUMENT SERIES
is a project of

the trouble with bartleby
in collaboration with

the operating system

noun - a piece of written, printed, or electronic matter that provides 
information or evidence or that serves as an official record
verb - record (something) in written, photographic, or other form
synonyms - paper - deed - record - writing - act - instrument

[Middle English, precept, from Old French, from Latin documentum, 
example, proof, from docre, to teach; see dek- in Indo-European roots.]
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